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Carlo Galli Tognota Announced as
Smartgyro’s CEO to Lead the Next Phase
of Growth

Following a period of ongoing growth and expansion, Smartgyro proudly
announces the appointment of Carlo Galli Tognota as its new Chief Executive
Officer. With an impressive 20-year career in the marine industry, Carlo Galli
Tognota brings a wealth of experience and a proven track record of success,
along with a fresh perspective to guide the company's future endeavors.

With a professional background deep rooted within technical engineering,



Carlo began his career at (Cantieri di) Baia, a renowned boat builder, where
he served as a mechanical engineer. His journey continued with sales roles at
Sealine Italia and Cummins, where he developed his leadership skills and
industry relevant expertise within the yacht sales sector, marine propulsion
and power generation sector. For the past 11 years Carlo has been an integral
part of Twin Disc, a machinery manufacturing company, overseeing a wide
range of marine products for power transmission, boat management and
propulsion and gaining invaluable insights into the EMEA market.

Commenting on his recent appointment Carlo said: “I am honored to take on
the role of CEO at Smartgyro, a company with a remarkable history and
reputation in the industry. My diverse background in technical, sales, and
managerial roles has equipped me with a deep understanding of the marine
sector, making me well-prepared for the challenges and opportunities ahead.
I am pleased to be assuming this position at such an integral time for the
company, celebrating their 10-year anniversary milestone this year. What
initially drew me to this role is that Smartgyro is a fast-growing company,
which is also part of the large and international YANMAR group, helping to
drive innovation and the future of marine stabilization forward.”

Since 2020 Smartgyro was managed and guided to become an integrated part
of the YANMAR family by Marcel Borsboom, director of the General onboard
systems group within the YANMAR Recreational Marine Business Unit. He will
resume this responsibility while he adds: “This latest announcement heralds a
transformative opportunity for the company to optimize its internal processes
and fortify its robust leadership footprint in its native Italy”. Carlo Galli
Tognota will officially commence his role as Smartgyro’s CEO as of April 1st,
2024.

The entire team at Smartgyro extends a warm welcome to Carlo Galli
Tognota and looks forward to working closely with him to achieve his vision
aligned with the company’s goals and objectives.

To read more on Smartgyro’s latest company news please visit:
https://blog.smartgyro.com/
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Notes for Editors:

About Smartgyro – The Future of Marine Stabilization

Smartgyro is a gyro stabilization technology company with a mission to
elevate the entire boating experience with its complete range of advanced
gyro stabilizers. Ideal for new builds and refit installations on recreational
powerboats and light-duty commercial vessels, the leading Smartgyro
stabilizers offer significant performance, efficiency, installation and
maintenance benefits for boat owners, vessel operators and boatbuilders. The
Smartgyro range consists of the SG20, SG40, SG60, SG80, SG120 and SG150
bringing boat stabilization for vessels from 40ft to more than 95ft.

Founded in 2014 and based in La Spezia (SP), Italy, Smartgyro is backed by
strategic partner YANMAR and its companies, including VETUS, Maxwell and
Flexofold.

“Feel the magic” with Smartgyro. More information: www.smartgyro.com.
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